
PO Box 756, Truro, MA 02666
phone: 508-349-7511 email: kristin@castlehill.org

TITLE- Intentional Content
Instructor: Williams

Wednesday
June 14
10am - 4pm
1 session

Total Materials fee: $15

PLEASE BRING TO THE WORKSHOP:
Journal/sketchbook for Brainstorming, written and drawing exercises
Several small substrates ( such as 6x6's, 8x8's, 8x10 etc.-- up to 12x12 in size)

PAINTS:
Any favorite encaustic or oil colors that hold particular 'meaning' for you.
--Bring or purchase in the vendor room. I will have clear and several colors to sample available.
A few Palette cups and brushes to work with

PAPER MATERIAL:
Personal Ephemera you may want to collage:
EXAMPLES
-Pages out of books, journals, documents, children's writing etc that have significant meaning
(no gloss, lighter paper better)
-Laser or xerox prints for transfers or rice paper/tissue prints of meaningful imagery
-Include at least one photo of self--we will communicate more about what this can look like.
-Consider bringing multiples of an image in different sizes.
-Remember to reverse text-photographs of handwritten documents you don't if you don't want
to (or can't) collage in the original.

TOOLS:
-Ceramic loop tool--Kemper loop tool: PEAR shape best: tinyurl.com/3xhh6n82
-Favorite carving or texture making tools you like to use--
-natural bristle brushes--range of sizes from small to 3" brush for paint: May be available in
vendor room.



OPTIONAL:
Drawing and mixed materials and tools I suggest
-Stamps(and ink pad), stencils you like use in your own practice.
-Catalyst wedge
-x-acto knife/razor blades for cutting/creating own stencils/masks and scraping
-Stabilo 'all' pencils-- https://www.jerrysartarama.com/macpherson-s-stabilo-all-colored-pencils
-Caran d'Arch Neopastel II - Water soluble: https://tinyurl.com/ybtxtzc2
-Pan Pastels: I like a few basic colors, black and gold (or other metallic): & basic application
tools https://www.dickblick.com/brands/panpastel/

Materials fee of $15 covers provided materials (listed below)

Archival Tissue Papers 8.5 x 10-- other rice papers
Stabilo --ALL pencils-- Black
pan pastels: Gold, Black, White, Basic set
Pack of razors

Standard set up for each student--palette, torch/heat gun/iron to share at each table station (2 per
table).
One shared Hot Box for the class to use

We’re sorry, but you cannot put contaminated liquid down the drains! Please take home any solvents or
paint mediums after your workshop. Rags are provided for clean up, and must be disposed of in the
proper fire-safe bins if used. Thank you for your cooperation!


